An algorithm inferring a boolean linear code from noisy patterns received by a noisy channel, under the assumption of uniform occurrence distribution over the codewords, and an upper bound to the amount of data are presented. A vector quantizer is designed from the noisy patterns, choosing the obtained codebook as code approximation. It is shown both theoretically and experimentally that, when the data are a ected by independent random errors, this strategy requires a small number of patterns to obtain a good identi cation with high probability of the code from the noisy data.
I. Introduction
Communication theory deals primarily with systems for transmitting information from one point to another. In information transmission over channels subject to noise disturbances, for example a telephone line, a high frequency radio link, channel noise may corrupt the transmitted signal. The problem is usually faced by encoding the message selected at the source in a redundant way. This allows the decoder, that represents the processing of the channel output, to control the received information. The decoder processing makes use of a priori information about the coding 1] 2] 3] 4].
In this work we assume to receive the output of a noisy channel before the decoder, and, for some reason, we do not know the code used by the sender. Our aim is to infer the code only by means of the noisy patterns. As it is de ned, the problem is nding a set of reproduction vectors such that a given criterion for the total distortion is minimized, i.e. it is a clustering optimization, or, equivalently, a vector quantizer design problem 5] 6] 7] 8].
The questions we address are: 
Question 2 How many noisy patterns are required ?
The basis of this work is information theory; references 1] and 2] include the most of the results we use.
Our approach is strictly connected to vector quantization ( 9] is an excellent collection of papers on the matter), and in general to cluster analysis 10]. Although application of vector quantization to the space of binary sequences of xed length under Hamming distance has been suggested since ' 67 7] , and several papers have considered applications of vector quantization to estimation problems in classi cation, regression, and density estimation, our results appear to be novel.
The problem is also related to \learning from noisy examples", a orded from a theoretical point of view by Angluin and Laird 11] in the case of noise a ecting a single bit.
This paper can be summarized as follows. In Section II we explain the communication scenario, and the decoding as quantization. In Section III we introduce the estimations of the code parameters and of the number of noisy patterns to run an identi cation procedure, and summarize in an algorithm their computation. In Section IV we describe a way to nd an initial codebook and a re nement algorithm. Finally in Section V we show the simulation results obtained with the procedure.
II. Decoding and Quantization
We restrict our attention to Binary Linear codes 1] 2] 3] 4], that are often used in channel encoding, because they are easy to specify, and allow an easy encoding. 
We suppose the codewords transmitted on a Binary Symmetrical Channel (BSC) 1] 2]. This channel works on binary input and output sequences, where each digit of the input sequence is correctly reproduced at the channel output with some xed probability (1?") and is altered by noise into the opposite digit with probability ", where " < 1 2 . When a codeword w c h is transmitted over this channel, the receiver gets a corrupted version (noisy pattern) of the transmitted codeword w i = w c h + z (4) where z is the error pattern.
To detect and recover error patterns with minimum mean error probability 2], the 
Given such a distortion measure, we can quantify the performance of the system by the average distortion E dist] ( 
7)
A vector quantizer is said to be an optimal (minimum distortion) quantizer if the average distortion is minimized over all L-level quantizers 5] . In this sense the MLD L-VQ having C as codebook is optimal, because it minimizes (7) over all L-level quantizers. Then, in the described environment, our problem can be formally stated as follows:
given a set G = fw 1 ; w 2 ; . . .; w P g of P noisy patterns of length N of an unknown linear code C, received from a BSC channel with error probability ", design from this set an optimal vector quantizer. We call its codebook C , and w i the L inferred reproduction A block diagram of the described environment is reported in gure 1.
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Because a noisy pattern can have the same distance from two di erent codewords, and for computational considerations, the decoding rule is usually restricted to pick w c h , when wi falls inside a cell Ch, and to detect but not correct the error otherwise. However, because this does not a ect the following, we assume the MLD.
III. Parameter Estimation
A. Covering Radius The codebook we have to identify is characterized by cells of Hamming sphere shape.
As rst step we want to estimate the radius E. The errors of a BSC channel follow the binomial distribution 1], i.e., taking n e the number of channel errors for a transmitted codeword,
with mean N" and variance N"(1 ? "). As k goes from 0 to N the terms (8) rst increase monotonically, then decrease monotonically, reaching their greatest value when k = b(N + 1)"c 12]. Thus, if the code C is designed in the hypothesis of the previous section, with respect to the channel noise,
and we can set as lower bound on E E = dN"e (10a)
To choose an upper bound, it is reasonable to take into account the standard deviation
Then we choose as estimation of E the mean value As we formally see in the following, in a su cient large set of patterns, each component is unlikely to be in error more than the 50% of times. In such case the majority-vote (14) assures the convergence to the transmitted codeword once the patterns related to each codeword have been grouped in a single cluster. C. Sample Size
We have now to evaluate the number of patterns P needed to make use successfully of (14) . To this aim we apply the Probably Approximately Correct (PAC) criterion 13], recently related to the classical Estimate of the Error Probability of pattern recognition literature 14].
The PAC criterion assumes that after randomly sampling examples of a concept C, an identi cation procedure should conjecture a concept C that with "high probability" is "not too di erent" from the correct concept. Here the formal notions of \examples" and \concept" correspond, respectively, to \noisy patterns" and \codebook".
The success of the identi cation is measured by two given parameters, and , and by the concept complexity.
The parameter , the tolerance, is a bound on the "di erence" between the conjectured concept C and the unknown concept C. We value the di erence between C, C by
where
i.e. D C; C ] is the sample mean of D w i ].
The parameter is a con dence parameter that bounds the likelihood that the procedure fails.
The concept complexity is a measure of the number of bits necessary to represent the concept, that, in our case, can be summarized by the length N and by the number of the reproduction vectors L. because the number of codewords is an integer power of two. As we see, by (11) and (18), L s is a function of N and ". In this way an identi cation procedure is said to PAC identify C if and only if the di erence (15) between the correct code C and the conjectured codebook C is small (less than ) with high probability (greater than 1 ? ), given a sample of patterns of size depending on , , N, and ". Theorem 1 Given a linear code C, 8 ; ; " 2 0; 1 2 ; N 1, setting z = ?1 (1 ? ) (19) where () is the normal distribution, and
an identi cation procedure, that collects in clusters the pattern related to each codeword and applies the majority-vote, requires at most
noisy pattern of C, to produce a codebook C , such that Pr(D C; C ] < ) 1 ?
Proof
First of all we are interested in the sample size P necessary to the acquisition of at least m i patterns for each codeword. Given the estimation L s of L (18) (1 ? (l; ")) N?j j (l; ") N j
The expectation of this distribution is (l; "), and the variance (l; ")(1 ? (l; ")) 16 ].
Because the (15) 
where is the normal distribution function The thesis follows substituting to L the estimation L s (It is easy to prove that the logarithmic loss in (32) of this substitution, when L < L s , is balanced by a linear growth of (24)).
Q.E.D.
D. Estimation Algorithm
The evaluations of this section can be summarized in the following procedure Estimation Algorithm
Step 1: Input: N= codeword length, " = channel error probability, = tolerance, =con dence.
Step 2: Covering Radius and Cluster number estimation: (Determination of E s and L s by (11) and (18) Step 3: Cluster sample size estimation: (Determination of l by (19) , (20) , and Step 4: Sample size estimation: P (2l + 1)L s ln L s + 4L s p 2l + 1
Step 5: Output: E s , L s , P
To accomplish the z determination in the step 3, tables of the values of the standard normal distribution function can be used. Because (z) = 1 ? and 2 0; We have now an estimation of the number of noisy patterns, and a rule to identify, given a cluster, a reproduction vector. We need a way to group the patterns related to each codeword.
The method we adopt to accomplish this task is based on an iterative clustering algorithm known in the pattern recognition literature as the K-means or, in a di erent version, LBG algorithm 6] 7] 18]. As we need, the algorithm divides the given set of patterns into clusters assigning to each cluster a reproduction vector that minimizes the distortion in that cluster.
A. Initial Codebook Design
In its simplest version the algorithm, given an initial set of clusters, assigns each pattern to the cluster having the nearest centroid. Then the centroid is computed again and the process is iterated until no more pattern reassignment take place. The key of the algorithm is the iterative optimization of the initial codebook, and it is well known that the performances essentially depend on this initial choice 6]. The reason is that this method tends to get trapped in local optima and most major changes in assignments tend to occur in the rst reallocation step.
In our case, given the pattern distribution (8), we design the initial codebook by a random selection. We take the set G of patterns received from the BSC channel. Iteratively, a pattern (seed) is selected within all the pattern of G whose Hamming distance from that pattern is less than 2E + 1. From this set we build a centroid. Then all the chosen patterns are marked and they can not be further eligible as seeds.
The reason is that if we randomly choose a pattern w i 2 G, we build around this pattern an Hamming sphere C i of radius 2E , and we compute the centroid w i :
1. Inside Selection. By (8) and (9) h . The probability of this event is bounded by the probability that a bounded distance decoder detects the presence of an error pattern but is unable to correct it 19], but, through we are con dent it is small, the exact a priori evaluation remains an open problem.
Anyway, because an outside selection does not cover completely any C h , another inside pattern can be chosen as seed.
Furthermore, because a linear code is a vector space, 0 2 C, and we can select 0 as rst seed.
The cluster number, L , is determined as part of the clustering procedure. It is initially equal to zero, and is increased by 1 each time a new cluster is selected.
This procedure can be sketched as follows:
InitCode Algorithm
Step 1: Input: N= codeword length, " = channel error probability, G = fw 1 ; w 2 ; . . .; w P g the set of P received patterns. Initialization: Set L = 0, C = ;, E = dN"e. Unmark all the patterns in G.
Step Then we apply a K-means algorithm to re ne the codebook.
With respect to the original formulation, at each step the algorithm updates the level number by testing the Hamming distance between the centroids. There are two reasons to do this: 1) if two or more seed points inadvertently lie near a single cell C h , their resulting clusters may split C h ;
2) the existence of an outlier might produce at least one group on the border of the cell. Moreover, because the reproduction vectors are discrete, and, by (14) , reassignments are possible only if at least a centroid changes, the termination test is made on the changes in the codebook.
Finally, the cluster shapes are not required to be Hamming spheres, since these objects do not exhaust the space and a pattern is not guaranteed to go inside any one.
Below, t is the iteration index and C i (t) is the i-th shape-free cluster at iteration t, with w i (t) its centroid. The algorithm is as follows: Re nement Algorithm
Step 1: Input: G = fw 1 ; w 2 ; . . .; w P g the set of P received patterns; L = initial cluster number; C = the set of initial reproduction vectors w i (0); 1 i L . Initialization: Set t = 0, E = dN"e.
Step 2: Cluster assignment: Classify every w i 2 G into the cluster C i (t) whose centroid w i (t) is nearest. Let m i be the cardinality of each resulting C i (t)
Step 3: Reproduction vector updating: t t + 1. Update the reproduction vector of every cluster by computing the centroid of the patterns in each cluster as in (14) .
w i (t) cent(C i (t ? 1)); 1 i L Step 4: Level number updating: If d(w i (t); w j (t)) E ; i 6 = j, then erase w j (t) and decrease the level number L .
Step 5: Termination test: If the new codebook is the same as the previous then stop; otherwise go to Step 2.
Step 6: Output: w 1 (t); w 2 (t); . . .; w L (t)
V. Experiments
In this section we compare the behaviour of the algorithm with our derived theoretical predictions. The test environment is the following. Given a code C of L codewords, and a channel error probability ", a random generator selects a codeword with probability 1 L .
Then each bit of the codeword is modi ed with probability ". The process is iterated P times, obtaining the noisy set. Then the InitCode and Re nement algorithms are applied, obtaining the codebook C . No a priori information is given on the codeword number and on the error correcting capacity.
The aim of the rst test is to compare the estimated mean distortion (l; ") (31) and the real distortion measure. To see the results in the largest possible range of ", we experiment the situation where we separate two classes of objects, the noisy versions of two complementary codewords of length 32. Fixed P, the codebook is built for all the " values in 0; 1] with a step of 0:01. In order to the test be meaningful, the rst seed assignment is omitted, and E is upper bounded to (N ? The problem a orded in this paper is learning a binary linear code from noisy patterns. As it is de ned, the problem is to nd a set of reproduction vectors such that a given criterion for the total distortion is minimized, and is thus a clustering optimization, or, equivalently, a vector quantizer design problem.
The main results are an algorithm inferring a binary linear code from noisy patterns and an upper bound to the amount of data.
We derived a general explicit formula that relates the identi cation accuracy and the sample size, when an extension of the majority-vote criterion is used in the reproduction vector determination. Speci cally, the di erence between the original and the inferred code decreases exponentially with high probability in the training set size. An application of a similar prediction criteria to vector quantization, very di erent in the scope, can be found in 20], but in that case the theoretical worst-case bounds appear to be far from the typically observed performance.
We suggested two heuristic schemes to start and to recover erroneous initializations of a classical clustering procedure. The simulation results show this is an e ective approach, and the theoretical results allow to directly bound the distortion as function of the codebook training set size.
Open problems rest in the initial codebook design algorithm introduced. An outside balanced selection, in spite of the good results obtained, may in principle cause the identi cation falls in a local minimum. Many approaches have been suggested to eliminate the sensitivity of K-means to the choice of the initial con guration, for example simulated and deterministic annealing 21] 22], and they will be a matter of a future work. 
